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Honors Unit 2 Test Review Name_�t<__:::�:_'j_,__ ______ Per_ 

1. How would you describe the relationship between the x- and y-values in the scatter plot?
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2. Based on the data in the scatter plot in #1, what would you expect the y-value to be for x = 2020? (The x-axis is
years, and '90 = 1990.)
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3. Which correlation coefficient corresponds to the best-fit line that most closely models the set of data in #1?
How do you know?

a) 0.84 b) 0.13 @-o.s1 e) -0.15

4. The tcDI e be ow S10ws Kyles bowling s:;ore a:ch wee< he parti ci patoo in a bowling I� .
sccxe. 

I Wea< 11 12 13 14 15 16 I a. Make a.scatterplot to the right.
Score 122 131 130 133 145 139 r;:> 

b. 'Mlidl of thefollowirg is the bes a:iuation for thelineof bes fit.
EXPLAIN your d1oi ce. 

,U__y = 120.3x + 3.7
<!.!.!.!) y=3.7x+120.3

II) y = -120.3x+3.7
IV) y = -3.7x + 120.3
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c. Estimate Kyle's score for week 9, round to the nearest whole number. Explain HOW you found this estimate.

lj ::- 3.� ( 9) + )&-0. 3> 
� 153.6 � 154-

d. Find the equation of the line if you used the data points from week 1 and 3.
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e. Finish the statement about the data:

As the number of weeks increases, 
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